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Abstract
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) affects almost one billion

people worldwide and limits peoples’ quality of life substan-
tially. Furthermore, it is responsible for significant morbidity
and mortality associated with hypertension, cardiovascular dis-
eases, work and traffic accidents. Thus, the early detection of
OSA can save lives. In our previous work we used speech as
biomarker for automatic OSA detection. More recently, we
leveraged the fact that OSA patients have anatomical and func-
tional abnormalities of the upper airway and an altered cranio-
facial morphology, and therefore explore information from fa-
cial images for OSA detection. In this work, we propose to
combine speech and facial image information to detect OSA
from YouTube vlogs. This in-the-wild data poses an inexpen-
sive alternative to standard data collected for medical applica-
tions, which is often scarce, imbalanced and costly to acquire.
Besides speech and facial images, we propose to include visual
speech as a third modality, inspired by the emerging field of
silent computational paralinguistics. We hypothesize that em-
beddings trained from lip reading integrate information on the
craniofacial structure, on speech articulation and breathing pat-
terns, thus containing relevant cues for OSA detection. Fusion
of the three modalities achieves an accuracy of 82.5% at the
speaker level.

Index Terms: Obstructive sleep apnea, silent paralinguis-
tics, multimodality, visual speech, transfer learning, in-the-wild
vlogs

1. Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a sleep-concerned breathing
disorder characterized by a complete stop or decrease of the
breathing airflow, despite continued or increased inspiratory ef-
forts, while the subject is asleep [1], which leads to oxygen de-
saturation and sleep fragmentation [2]. This disturbed breath-
ing impacts the quality of life of patients, who report excessive
daytime sleepiness, depression, cognitive impairment [3], and
mood and personality changes [4]. This disease is estimated
to affect approximately one billion adults worldwide, and the
number is expected to grow with population aging and obe-
sity [5]. Besides the consequences for patients and their fam-
ilies, untreated OSA imposes extensive costs to the society at
large, regarding economy, health system and public safety [6].
Different studies [7, 8] have estimated the economic savings
that would be possible by diagnosing and treating OSA patients.

The gold standard method for OSA diagnosis, a
polysomnography (PSG), cannot keep up with the growing
number of cases and is thus unlikely to meet future demands [9].
Several authors have researched alternative methods for au-
tomatic OSA detection, using machine learning algorithms
fed by biomarkers derived for example from facial images
[10, 11, 12, 13], from speech [14, 15, 16, 17], or both [18].

The success of these biomarkers builds on the fact that OSA pa-
tients have anatomical and functional abnormalities of the up-
per airway and an altered craniofacial morphology [10], which
impacts both some characteristics of speech and facial expres-
sions. In our recent work [19], we focused on the altered cran-
iofacial morphology, and therefore explored facial images for
OSA detection. For that work, we collected a pilot of corpus
of in-the-wild data, composed of YouTube vlogs of 40 subjects,
roughly half of which claimed to suffer from OSA.

In this work we propose to use the same corpus to explore
the combination of three different modalities: facial images,
acoustic speech and visual speech. There is a long history of
research on visual speech recognition [20, 21, 22], and a grow-
ing interest in audio-visual speech enhancement and separa-
tion [23, 24]. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, visual
speech has not yet been explored in the context of Silent Com-
putational Paralinguistics, i. e., the assessment of speaker states
and traits from non-audibly spoken communication [25, 26].
We argue that embeddings trained for lip reading also encode
information on the craniofacial structure, speech articulation
and breathing patterns. For the particular problem of OSA de-
tection, which has been shown to benefit from queues from both
speech and craniofacial structure, we hypothesize that visual
speech may conjugate relevant information from both domains.
Furthermore, this modality may be robust when using in-the-
wild data, in which the speech signal is often contaminated with
music, noise and other voices.

Although we frame this problem with in-the-wild data,
which is easier to acquire in larger scale, we expect that the three
modalities can be of great relevance in the context of online
medical appointments or remote population screenings where
both audio and visual data is available.

2. Related Work
Certain craniofacial features, including skeletal and soft tissue
components, constitute a risk for the development of OSA [2].
Skeleton risk factors include a shorter mandible corpus, smaller
mandibular enclosure area, retrognathia of the mandible, max-
illary constriction and shorter length, narrow cranial base, infe-
riorly positioned hyoid bone, longer anterior face and extended
head position. Soft tissue risk factors include enlarged tongue,
uvula and soft palate, larger lateral pharyngeal wall and para-
pharyngeal fat pad volumes, smaller upper airway space and im-
balance between tongue size and craniofacial enclosure [2, 6].

This motivated several researchers to use facial images and
speech signals for OSA detection. These works have mostly
proposed systems based on classic machine learning methods
and knowledge-based features. Regarding facial images, most
works use sets of craniofacial measurements derived from facial
landmarks either manually or automatically labelled in facial
images, including features such as mandibular length, binocular
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width and face width. For speech, the most common acoustic
features are Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), linear
prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC), Energy, Harmonics-to-
noise ratio (HNR), jitter, and formants frequency and band-
width. Of particular relevance to this work is the research by
Espinoza-Cuadros et al. [18] which compares speech features
(i-vectors), craniofacial measurements and clinical variables for
estimating OSA severity. The authors observed that i-vectors
attained weaker performance than craniofacial measurements.

Fewer works have leveraged deep learning methodologies
for OSA detection. An exception is the work proposed by
Perero-Codosero et al. [17] which explores x-vectors [27] and
domain adversarial training for OSA detection from speech.

In this work, we explore a third modality, inspired by the
recent progress in audio visual recognition, particularly for in
the wild datasets. This progress has been shown for the Lip
Reading in the Wild (LRW) Dataset [21], which consists of a
collection of video clips from over 1000 speakers from BBC
programs, and a vocabulary of 500 English words. Each video
clip is 1 second long, and contains the target word surrounded
by other context words. The lip reading task is then framed
as a multi-class classification problem, which predicts, for each
video clip, the target word spoken. Many approaches have been
proposed to tackle this challenging task, among which the en-
semble of methods proposed by Ma and Martinez et al. [22].
Each method consists of a modified ResNet-18 which leverages
born-again distillation (iterative self-distillation) for improving
the performance. Their best single model corresponds to the
third generation of knowledge distillation, and achieves a top-
1 accuracy of 87.9% on the LRW dataset. The ensemble of
methods achieved a state of the art top-1 accuracy of 88.5%, a
promising value for the use of visual speech as an extra modal-
ity in paralinguistic tasks.

3. Methods
We address OSA automatic detection using three different
modalities, facial images, acoustic speech, and visual speech.
For acoustic speech and visual speech modalities, we explore
transfer learning from related tasks for which large amounts of
data are available and thus enable robust representation learn-
ing. Afterwards, we feed the representations to neural networks
(NN), trained in a leave-one-subject-out cross-validation setting
to work around the limited number of subjects. Finally, we per-
form a fusion of the three modalities. A schematic representa-
tion of the main steps of the best performing system for each
modality is depicted in the Figure 1.

3.1. OSA detection using facial images

Data cleaning and pre-processing For each vlog, we started by
extracting the key frames, several of which do not include the
main subject’s face, or include it with occlusions and in different
angles, due to the in-the-wild nature of the data. Thus, we start
by a data cleaning and pre-processing step, which includes:

• Face detection, using the pre-trained deep neural net-
work face detector in OpenCV [28], which is based on
the Single Shot Detector [29], using a ResNet-10.

• Extraction of 68 facial landmarks, using Dlib’s [30] pre-
trained model, which was implemented based on [31].

• Outlier removal, based on interquartile range (IQR)
scores. To perform this outlier removal step, each image
is represented by a set of five craniofacial measurements
(knowledge-based features), described below.

Figure 1: Methodology pipeline.

Feature Extraction In our recent work [19], we explored
three different image representations for OSA binary classifica-
tion: knowledge-based features based on the state of the art for
OSA detection using facial images, bio-inspired features (orig-
inally proposed by [32]), and face embeddings trained for face
recognition [33]. We compared these representations to using
the raw images fed directly into an end-to-end classification sys-
tem, and we achieved better results with the raw images. Hence,
in this work we decided to follow that approach and use directly
the raw images, without any feature extraction step.

Classification Each image, cropped around the face and re-
sized to 100 × 100 was fed to a convolutional NN, which in-
cludes two convolutional blocks, one attention block, and one
output linear layer with 2 nodes, followed by a softmax acti-
vation layer. Each convolutional block contains (1) one 2D-
convolutional layer, with 8 filters, kernel size of 3, stride 1, and
no padding; (2) one batch normalization layer; (3) one Recti-
fied Linear Unit (ReLU) activation layer; (4) one max pooling
layer with kernel size 2, and stride 2; (5) one dropout layer with
dropout probability of 0.5. The attention block consists of: (1)
one 2D-convolutional layer, with 8 filters, a kernel size of 3,
stride 1, and padding to keep the dimension of the input con-
stant; (2) one Sigmoid activation layer. The output of the at-
tention block, the attention scores, are multiplied element-wise
by the output of the second convolutional block, before being
fed to the output layer. The convolutional layer in the atten-
tion block introduces the idea of local attention. The learning
rate resembles 0.0001, the batch size was set to 32, and each
network was trained for 20 epochs, using cross entropy loss.

3.2. OSA detection using acoustic speech

Data cleaning and pre-processing The original audio files
were converted to mono and downsampled to 16kHz. After-
words, we experimented using a python interface of the We-
bRTC Voice Activity Detector (VAD) [34], but we observed that
it yielded several music, sound effects and noise segments as
speech. We opted to perform speech/non-speech segmentation
using a feed-forward NN trained with perceptual linear predic-
tion (PLP) features, followed by a finite state machine, trained
with broadcast news [35]. Nevertheless, the segmentation was
not free or errors and some music/sound effects were still intro-
duced as speech segments in the analysis.

Feature extraction We compare three types of features:
x-vectors, embeddings extracted with the problem-agnostic
speech encoder, and a knowledge-based feature set.

X-vectors are deep neural network based speaker embed-
dings, proposed as an alternative to i-vectors for speaker [27]
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and language recognition [36] tasks. Besides being the cur-
rent state-of-the-art for speaker recognition, x-vectors have also
been shown to carry paralinguistic information. Several works
have used them for the automatic detection of OSA [17], Parkin-
son’s disease (PD) [37, 38], Alzheimer’s disease [39], and
depression [37]. Prior to x-vector extraction, we extract 30
MFCCs computed every 10 ms from 25 ms-length frames.
We apply again a VAD to filter out remaining non-speech
frames, and perform cepstral mean and variance normalization.
Finally, we extract the x-vector embeddings with dimension
512. These steps were performed following the egs/voxceleb/v2
Kaldi recipe, and the corresponding pre-trained model [40].

The problem agnostic speech encoder (PASE+) [41, 42]
is an encoder trained for robust representation learning in a
self-supervised setting. It combines a convolutional encoder
followed by multiple workers, tasked to solve self-supervised
problems. PASE+ features are extracted at the end of the en-
coder after joint training of the encoder and the workers. These
features have been shown to contain relevant information for
paralinguistic tasks such as emotion recognition [41]. In or-
der to explore their potential for automatic OSA detection, we
extract PASE+ features, using the pre-trained model. Each au-
dio segment is thus represented by a matrix with the dimension
256× n frames.

The knowledge-based (KB) feature set corresponds to 109
features, proposed in [15] for OSA detection.

Classification To perform OSA binary classification using
speech signals, each of the three feature sets described above
was fed to a different NN. The NN architecture depends on the
input type: x-vectors and KB features represent each audio seg-
ment with a fixed size vector, and thus are fed a a fully con-
nected feed forward NN; PASE+ features represent each audio
file with a dimension that depends on the segment duration, and
thus are fed to a 1D convolutional network. All three NN were
trained using Adam optimizer and cross entropy loss, in which
each class was weighted by the inverse of it’s relative frequency
in the training folds.

The fully connected NNs consist of three fully connected
blocks and one output linear layer of size 2, followed by a
softmax activation layer. Each fully connected block consists
of: (1) one linear layer with 32 nodes; (2) one batch normal-
ization layer; (3) one ReLU activation layer; (4) one dropout
layer. Both fully connected NNs were trained for 10 epochs,
with batch size 64 and learning rate 0.001. The dropout prob-
ability was set to 0.5 and 0.7 in the NN trained with x-vectors
and in the NN with KB features, respectively.

The convolutional NN which receives as input the PASE+
features consists of two convolutional blocks, one statistical
pooling layer which summarizes the time dimension to a fixed
size output, one fully connected block and one output linear
layer with 2 nodes, followed by a softmax activation layer. Each
convolutional block contains (1) one 1D-convolutional layer,
which performs the convolution through time, with 64 and 32
filters (first and second blocks, respectively), kernel size of 3,
stride 1, and padding to keep the time dimension constant; (2)
one batch normalization layer; (3) one leaky ReLU activation
layer; and (4) one dropout layer. The fully connected block
consists of (1) one linear layer with 32 nodes; (2) one batch nor-
malization layer; (3) one leaky ReLU activation layer; (4) one
dropout layer. The learning rate resembles 0.0001, the batch
size was set to 32, the dropout probability was set to 0.7, and
the network trained for 10 epochs.

3.3. OSA detection using visual speech

Data cleaning and pre-processing To leverage the visual
speech modality for OSA detection, we start by a pre-
processing stage, which includes the following steps:

• Voice activity detection performed using a python inter-
face of the WebRTC Voice Activity Detector [34].

• One-second segmentation of the segments for which
voice was detected. Unlike the methodology used in
[21], we do not attempt to perform a segmentation which
includes a given target word, because we are not aiming
to classify any particular words. Instead, our goal is to
capture articulation and breathing patterns together with
the craniofacial morphology, which can encode paralin-
guistic information. Thus, we segment the units resultant
from VAD sequentially, into one-second segments.

• Face detection in all the frames of the one-second voice
clips. For this step, we used the model described in sec-
tion 3.1. All the clips for which the face detector did not
find a face in at least 75% of the frames were excluded.

• Extraction of 68 facial landmarks (description in 3.1).

• Face alignment to a reference frame, following [22].

• Cropping mouth region of interest to a bounding box
96× 96, following [22].

Feature extraction After the pre-processing stage we use
Ma and Martinez et al. pre-trained ResNet-18 MS-TCN 3rd

generation student model [22] to extract lip-reading embed-
dings. Each clip is represented by a matrix of size n frames×
512. Considering that not all vlogs have the same frame rate,
we then used only the first 25 frames of each one-second clip.

Classification The 25 × 512 lip reading embeddings are
fed to a convolutional NN trained for OSA’s binary classifica-
tion. The network contains two convolutional blocks, one fully
connected block and one output linear layer with 2 nodes, fol-
lowed by a softmax activation layer. Each convolutional block
contains (1) one 1D-convolutional layer, which performs the
convolution through time, with 64 and 32 filters (first and sec-
ond blocks, respectively), kernel size of 3, stride 1, and no
padding; (2) one batch normalization layer; (3) one ReLU acti-
vation layer; (4) one max pooling layer with kernel size 2, and
stride 2; and (5) one dropout layer with dropout probability of
0.5. The fully connected block consists of (1) one linear layer
with 32 nodes; (2) one batch normalization layer; (3) one leaky
ReLU activation layer; and (4) one dropout layer.

The learning rate resembles 0.0001, the batch size was set
to 64, the NN was trained for 10 epochs using cross entropy
loss, and each class was weighted by the inverse of it’s relative
frequency in the training folds.

3.4. Fusion of the modalities

After having an OSA prediction for each subject, for each
modality, we perform a majority vote to assign a final prediction
for each subject. We use the predictions of the best perform-
ing system of each modality. We opted not to perform early
fusion because the pre-processing of the three modalities was
done independently from each other. Thus, the segments are
not synchronous in time, and their quantity is different across
the three modalities. Future work will tackle a synchronous
pre-processing to allow early-fusion.
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4. Corpus
The pilot corpus used consists of 40 vlogs publicly available at
YouTube. In 22 out of the 40 vlogs, the main subjects claim
to suffer from OSA, and the remaining vlogs, which serve as
control subjects, were queried using unrelated keywords, such
as ”book review”, ”lets talk vlog”, and ”lets talk knitting”. The
selection of the OSA patients and controls was carefully per-
formed in order to collect the same number of videos featuring
male and female subjects, for both classes. Further details on
the corpus collection can be found in [19].

While we are quite aware that the labels in this dataset are
noisy and not medically verified, our approach is motivated by
the success of prior work with similar datasets for the detection
of PD, depression [43, 37], and OSA [15].

Although the subjects claim to suffer from OSA and talk
about their disease, we believe that it does not compromise the
results using lip reading embeddings. We manually verified that
the vocabulary of the LRW, used for training the lip reading
extractor, does not contain the target words ”obstructive sleep
apnea”, ”apnea”, ”sleep”, ”disease” nor ”disorder”. The only
words in the vocabulary related to healthcare were ”hospital”
and ”medical”. For the vlogs for which the automatic transcrip-
tion was publicly available (38 out of 40) we counted the num-
ber of occurrences of those two words. The word hospital oc-
curs 5 times (0.02%), all of them spoken by subjects with OSA,
and the word ”medical” occurs 35 times (0.16%), 32 of which
spoken by subjects with OSA.

The different pre-processing steps for each modality de-
scribed in section 3 result in different numbers of instances per
modality. The summary of the number of instances per speaker,
per modality is presented in Table 1. The large standard de-
viations indicate a large variation in the count of instances per
subject – while some subjects may have very few instances oth-
ers have several hundreds. All subjects have at least 5 instances
in each modality.

Table 1: Dataset description: instance counts per modality.

Modality
Total count per subject
count mean ± std

Facial images 2733 68 ± 56
Audio files 4953 124 ± 133
Video clips 22261 557 ± 401

5. Results
Table 2 presents the classification results for the different
modalities and the fusion results. Figure 2 shows the major-
ity vote predictions attributed to each speaker. Considering that
the training mode was leave-one-subject-out cross validation
setting, we present three accuracy metrics: accuracy is com-
puted with the ratio of correctly classified instances on all cross-
validation folds, over all instances of the dataset; mean accu-
racy per subject results from computing the mean of the accu-
racies obtained in each fold (i.e. each subject); and majority
vote accuracy results of first averaging the predictions of all
predictions of each subject, obtaining one single prediction for
each subject, and then computing the accuracy. This last metric
leverages the fact that we have multiple instances for each sub-
ject, and compensates for the fact that some instances maybe
noisy or even contain different subjects.

To facilitate result interpretation, Table 2 also shows the
chance level, or prior, for each modality, which corresponds to

Table 2: Accuracy results (%) of the classification experiments.

Modality Acc
Mean acc Majority
per subject vote acc

Facial images
prior 53.5 55.0 55.0
results 76.3 73.4 77.5

Speech

prior 50.8 55.0 55.0
x-vectors 65.1 62.9 67.5
PASE+ 60.3 62.3 62.5
KB 55.6 55.5 55.0

Visual speech
prior 51.7 55.0 55.0
results 69.8 69.6 80.0

Fusion – – 82.5

Figure 2: Rounded predictions per subject, using each modality.
Subjects 1 to 18 are the controls, and 19 to 40 are OSA patients.

having a classifier that always predicts the most frequent class
in the dataset. The prior for accuracy differs across modali-
ties because the number of instances also differs; the prior for
subject-level accuracy metrics remains constant because we are
assuming a classifier based solely on the number of subjects,
which remains constant for all modalities.

Overall, we observe that the facial images modality
achieves the best results at the instance level, and visual speech
achieves the best results after performing a majority vote. The
speech modality performs worse than the other two. We hy-
pothesize that this may be due to the fact that several audio
segments are contaminated with music and noise. The use of
a VAD module that had been designed for broadcast news may
not be robust enough for the vlog domain and must be replaced
in future work. Comparing the three speech representations, we
observe that x-vectors outperform the other two representations.

6. Conclusions
This work compares and merges three different modalities, fa-
cial images, speech, and visual speech for OSA automatic de-
tection, using transfer learning. This work builds on tools that
allowed us to explore the contribution of each modality sepa-
rately. Nevertheless, we believe that a careful alignment of the
input segments for each modality would enable early fusion and
potentially leverage greater synergies between the three modal-
ities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
explores visual speech for paralinguistic applications. The re-
sults obtained are promising, and we anticipate that can be fur-
ther improved with data from more controlled conditions such
as the case of remote medical appointments.
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